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Hill Smith Gallery 

"Art Lovers Welcome"

Hill Smith Gallery is home to both local and national artists as well as

contemporary and established ones. The eclectic collections include

beautiful landscapes, interesting figurative, thought-provoking still life

and awesome abstracts. The artists represented here have carved a niche

for themselves, each with a different genre and medium of expression.

The varied themes, curious blend of colors and diverse mediums create a

kaleidoscopic display. The gallery also provides a platform to artists to

showcase their creative talents. Art lovers can select and purchase their

favorites from the vast stockroom.

 +61 8 8223 6558  www.hillsmithgallery.com.

au/

 hsg@hillsmithgallery.com.a

u

 113 Pirie Street, Adelaide SA
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Art Gallery Of South Australia 

"Must-Visit Art House"

Established in 1881, this historic and attractive Victorian building on leafy

North Terrace holds one of the most extensive art collections in Australia.

With an impressive collection of nearly 45,000 artworks, this revered art

gallery is believed to comprise of the second-largest state art collection in

the country. The museum's massive collection includes rare and valuable

works that range from paintings and sculptures, to textiles and jewelry.

While international artworks abound, the gallery is most well known for its

notable Aboriginal art collections, the oldest of which date back to the

1800s. It also comprises of Australian artworks that revolve around

pastoral themes, such as the kind manifested in Tom Robert's A break

away!, or John Russell's A clearing in the forest. Both special and

permanent exhibitions are held here.

 +61 8 8207 7000  www.artgallery.sa.gov.au/  agsainformation@artgaller

y.sa.gov.au

 North Terrace, Adelaide SA
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Greenaway Art Gallery 

"Greenaway Art Gallery"

Greenaway Art Gallery is a charming space located in Adelaide's eastern

suburbs. Aimed at expanding the realms of art and exhibiting a vast

variety of new-age art, featured here are a host of works by renowned

artists from around the world. Although it deals primarily in contemporary

art, it also exhibits works from other visual art fields like photography.

Regular exhibitions bring a whole new collection of exhibits and

diversifies the scope of this brilliant art gallery.

 +61 8 8362 6354  gagprojects.com/  gag@greenaway.com.au  39 Rundle Street, Kent

Town, Adelaide SA
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